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PINS

Product of the Month
PINS/ROLLERS/SHAFTS.

Dear Customer,

- Wide variety of precision ground
steel and stainless steel pins, loose
needle rollers and shafts
- Different machining : knurls,
grooves, trunnions, undercuts, plating
and coatings.
- Different ends : spherical, flat with
corner break, ground, chamfer.
- diameter 0.031 to 1.250 inch or
0.787 to 31.750mm, other on request
- length 0.125 to 8.000 inch or 3.17 à
203.20mm, other on request
- available in inch and metric sizes
- Many materials available,

This month we have decided to
introduce our wide range of balls,
pins and spindles.
We sell small cylindrical parts
which are highly accurate thanks to
our expertise in micro-mechanics in
miniature precision ball bearings.
We also offer balls with diameters
measuring 0.200 to 150.00mm in
chrome or stainless steel and pins
measuring 0.40 to 10.01mm with a
length of 8 to 90mm in chrome or
stainless steel which are accurate to
the nearest micron.
Special types of bearings according
to drawings are also possible such
as pivot, pivot holes, ruby or
sapphire supports.
All our products comply with
standard ISO 9001: 2000.

Ask for our catalogs :

.

Certified ISO 9001 : 2000

RBC France also offers :
-

-

RBC France: an international
partner with a team ready to assist
you!

RBC cam followers (McGill & INA interchange)
Microlinea miniature linear bearings
MPS miniature ball screws
Bianchi TAS universal joints and cardan shafts
ADAX needles, pins, rollers and shafts
NICE, ORS (serie 6000) ball bearings
RMB & EZO precision ball bearings
FIBERGLIDE self-lubricating bearings
UNIBAL, HEIM, HIRSCHMANN rod ends
SCHAUBLIN collets and toolholders
RBC thin section ball bearings (Kaydon interchange)
Are you working on a project?
Do you have any special requests?
Do not hesitate to contact us!
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